Instructors: The purpose of this exploratory activity is to discover government sources within the Libraries catalog, OneSearch. Below are the assignment instructions and the answer key.

Assignment Instructions

1. To get started, use OneSearch Advance Search to find the record for the congressional hearing whose title begins “ISIL in America.”
2. Does WWU own it in paper?
3. Does WWU have access to it as an e-book?
4. Which committee held the hearing? (Don’t bother with the subcommittee)
5. The oldest government document available at WWU with the subject heading “volcanoes” is about what state?
6. What is the Sudoc number for the Girl Power! Diary?
7. In FDsys, search for “Western Washington University” as a phrase. In what year was the OLDEST document that comes up published?
8. In the Catalog of Government Publications find a document whose title beginning “Crook House.” Where is the house located?
9. In the Homeland Security Digital Library, search for the word Turkey and the phrase “syrian refugees.” Who is the author of the largest number of publications?